BIG BROTHER
of all the perils by which writers on travel are beset—
anacondas, tidal waves, yellow fever, act of God, and the
King's enemies—there is not the slightest doubt that adjec-
tives are by far the worst, Not even excluding amateur
photography. (And here let me observe that amateur
photography runs a good second to any other scourge of
humanity. I am not concerned for the moment with its
capacity for converting any happy human gathering into
a huddled and self-conscious group, But travellers should
be warned in time against its magic aptitude for reducing
any memorable scene into its own dismal shorthand, Under
the camera the sudden splendour of an Algerian oasis—the
shrill green of desert cultivation and the deep shade of
little walks that wind among the trees—becomes a ragged
palm against a bleary sky; for Torquay and Beni Ounif de
Figuig are all one to its undiscriminating eye, Show it a
wave, a rock, a group of trees, and it will give you back
trees, rock, and wave reduced by science to their lowest
common denominator, neatly deprived of anything that
made them memorable. That is why the destruction of
his camera is the best accident that can happen to any
traveller, For all his grand descriptions vanish, as we turn
the page and come upon that dismal little illustration—the
drab rectangle of contrasted greys indifferently labelled Sun-
shine at Santos or Ethel preparing dinner, which effectively
destroys his finest dithyrambic prose. If he cannot trust
his memory, let him by all means make notes en route,
But his notes, whether made on backs of envelopes or little
squares of celluloid, are quite unsuitable for publication.
Let him remember that and spare us all the disillusion that
resides in those masses of bleared vegetation seen across
immense, uninteresting foregrounds. For no words on any
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